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Abstract
Since the inception of electronic health records (EHR) and population health records (PopHR), the volume of archived digital
health records is growing rapidly. Large volumes of heterogeneous health records require advanced visualization and visual
analytics systems to uncover valuable insight buried in complex databases. As a vibrant sub-field of information visualization
and visual analytics, many interactive EHR and PopHR visualization (EHR Vis) systems have been proposed, developed, and
evaluated by clinicians to support effective clinical analysis and decision making. We present the state-of-the-art (STAR) of
EHR Vis literature and open access healthcare data sources and provide an up-to-date overview on this important topic. We
identify trends and challenges in the field, introduce novel literature and data classifications, and incorporate a popular medical
terminology standard called the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS). We provide a curated list of electronic and popu-
lation healthcare data sources and open access datasets as a resource for potential researchers, in order to address one of the
main challenges in this field. We classify the literature based on multidisciplinary research themes stemming from reoccurring
topics. The survey provides a valuable overview of EHR Vis revealing both mature areas and potential future multidisciplinary
research directions.

1. Introduction and Motivation

Several healthcare data institutes strive to exploit software-based
technology to study and ultimately improve a nation’s collective
health [Bus04; 09; FJV*09; Lar14; Eur17]. Due to the large volume
of heterogeneous electronic healthcare data, researchers incorpo-
rate techniques such as Machine Learning (ML), Event Sequence
Simplification (ESS) and Natural Language Processing (NLP) with
interactive visualization and visual analytics, in order extract useful
information enabling healthcare providers to obtain a more com-
prehensive understanding of the underlying patterns and behavior
related to health [SLOB17]. Those insights provide a useful context
in assisting in the optimization of diagnostic and treatment process
for both individuals and cohorts of patients, the evaluation of qual-
ity and effectiveness of healthcare services, and the prevention of a
future public health crisis [FP10].

We present a state-of-the-art (STAR) report of research literature
focusing on visualization of EHRs and PopHRs to address these
ongoing trends. The contributions we provide to the field in this
EHR STAR include:

• An up-to-date overview of recent EHR Vis literature featuring a
concise overview of important terminology and recent research
in the field, with 213 related references and 19 tables,

• Novel classifications of 51 EHR Vis literature based on six re-
occurring research themes and the Unified Medical Language
System (UMLS),

• A survey of 34 high quality open access healthcare data sources
and datasets,

• An EHR STAR that appeals to researchers from visualization,
visual analytics, healthcare, biomedical and related disciplines,

• An overview of future challenges and open research directions
in the field.

We have developed an online EHR STAR literature browser for
the readers: https://ehr.wangqiru.com . It features all of
the EHR papers and datasets along with several filtering and sorting
options based on author, year, technique and search terms. We be-
lieve it offers a valuable resource for those interested in this topic.

1.1. Survey Challenges

This section describes the challenges in the field of EHR Vis and
in conducting a survey of related literature. We face a number of
challenges stemming from the related literature search.

Diverse literature sources: As literature is spread across confer-
ences and journals from different communities, researchers strug-
gle to keep up with the latest published work. This also increases
the time and effort required to identify solved and unsolved prob-
lems.

Multidisciplinary research themes: A well-defined classifica-
tion and scope to organize relevant literature is challenging due to
multidisciplinary research themes. As the complexity of research
grows, cross-disciplinary collaborations are fostered, and the liter-
ature on EHR Vis often spans multiple themes. Different combi-
nations of research expertise produce papers that may be difficult
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to classify. A typical EHR Vis project might involve visualization,
Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Machine Learning (ML).

Inconsistent Medical terminology: The choice of medical ter-
minology standard varies between authors, this increases the work
required to classify literature and the difficulty to provide a concise
overview of recent research in the field. We address the challenge
directly by adopting a medical terminology standard, UMLS, in
Section 2.2, and presenting a list of standardized terminology and
definitions used in the related literature in Section 1.4.

We also face a number of challenges stemming from digital
healthcare data.

Healthcare data acquisition: It is generally challenging to find
open and accessible healthcare datasets for conducting research in
the field, due to the sensitive nature of the data [MIT16]. There are
a number of ways of acquiring electronic healthcare datasets:

1. Cooperation with relevant health institutes: This can be
the ideal situation but not every researcher has the oppor-
tunity to work closely with a relevant institute and obtain
access to electronic healthcare data.

2. Open Access datasets: There are a number of open access
datasets available online. In order to address this challenge
directly, we classify and describe them in Section 6. How-
ever, the challenge with such datasets is that the access may
be restrictive. EHRs may be redacted and lack some data
dimensions that are important for EHR Vis research. Based
on our investigation, some datasets are old and outdated.

3. Proprietary datasets: A license to access proprietary
datasets can be expensive. We provide some example li-
cense costs in Section 6.5.4 where we describe some pro-
prietary datasets.

Data protection: Electronic healthcare data contains highly sen-
sitive information that requires extra precaution during analysis.
Researchers and institutes must comply with the laws and regu-
lations such as HITECH [09] and GDPR [Eur16]. This increases
the difficulty in data acquisition for research.

Data heterogeneity: Electronic healthcare data is heteroge-
neous, it may include free text, scalar, ordinal, images and cate-
gorical attributes in one record [PL20].

Scalability: The size of an electronic healthcare dataset is often
huge. The rate of data growth exceeds the capacity of algorithms
and software developed to visualize it [AKDA15].

High-dimensionality: Closely related to heterogeneity, health-
care datasets are high-dimensional and complex [GS14; TRL*17].
The ability to visualize large datasets with many attributes effec-
tively remains a challenging problem [AKDA15].

We address some of these challenges directly in this STAR in
Section 6, which includes a survey of open access electronic health-
care data sources, with a dedicated list of Data References. We also
present related future challenges in the field in Section 7.

1.2. Literature Search Methodology

We started our literature search primarily on papers from the fol-
lowing conferences and journals:

Source (Visualization Venues) Years No. of Papers
IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Com-
puter Graphics

2009-2020 16

IEEE Workshop on Visual Analytics in Health-
care

2011, 2014, 2015, 2017 4

EGUK Computer Graphics & Visual Comput-
ing

2017, 2018 3

IEEE Workshop on Visualization of Electronic
Health Records

2014 2

The Annual EuroVis Conference and Computer
Graphics Forum

2015, 2016, 2019 3

IEEE Conference on Visual Analytics Science
and Technology

2006 1

IEEE Pacific Visualization Symposium 2011 1
IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications 2015 1
Joint Conference on Computer Vision, Imaging
and Computer Graphics Theory and Applica-
tions

2016 1

The Visual Computer 2021 1
Total 2006-2021 33

Source (Non-Visualization Venues) Years No. of Papers
ACM Human Factors in Computing Systems 2004, 2010, 2011 3
American Medical Informatics Association An-
nual Symposium

1998 & 2011 2

Methods of Information in Medicine 2001 1
Conference on Advanced Visual Interfaces 2004 1
Journal of Universal Computer Science 2005 1
IEEE Transactions on Information Technology
in Biomedicine

2007 1

Information 2009 1
Ergonomics and Health Aspects of Work with
Computers

2011 1

BMC Public Health 2012 1
Government Information Quarterly 2012 1
Computer Methods and Programs in
Biomedicine

2013 1

Online Journal of Public Health Informatics 2016 1
Journal of the American Medical Informatics
Association

2018 1

Bioinformatics 2019 1
ACM Transactions on Computing for Health-
care

2020 1

Total 1998-2020 18

Table 1: Conferences and Journals (both Visualization and Non-
Visualization venues) used for discovering literature and the num-
ber of papers found.

• VIS: IEEE VIS conferences
• EuroVis: EuroVis conferences
• TVCG: We have carefully selected papers on EHR Vis from

the IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics
journal

• VAHC: Literature published in the IEEE Workshop on Visual
Analytics in Healthcare is also reviewed, since VAHC primar-
ily focuses on applying interactive visualization techniques for
healthcare data

After the initial search and looking into the references, we found
more literature from venues listed in Table 1.

We first conduct a breadth-first search. Table 2 shows the list
of keyword combinations we use for our breadth-first literature
search. We use IEEE Xplore [IEE], The ACM Digital Library
[Thea], Google Scholar [Gooc], Vispubdata [IHK*17], Seman-
tic Scholar [The19], Mendeley [Els] and Research Gate [Res] as
digital libraries and tools for searching. Previous surveys serve
as a good starting point for finding papers on topics of interest.
Cross-referencing the extensive Survey of Surveys by McNabb and
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Search Keywords Additional Keywords

Visualization

electronic health record, electronic medical record, EHR, EMR
personal health record, population health record, PHR, PopHR
clinical decision support
healthcare, health care, clinical, medical
medicine, treatment, surgery, hospital

Table 2: Keyword combinations used for discovering EHR Vis lit-
erature.

Laramee [ML17], we find another two related surveys on EHR Vis
[RWA*13; WBH15].

We then conduct a depth-first search on the results obtained from
the breadth-first search. We review each paper to find other relevant
research including:

• The previous related work section and its references
• Mendeley’s [Els] "related documents" functions
• The "cited by" function provided by Google Scholar [Gooc] and

Semantic Scholar [The19] to discover forward-looking related
papers

1.3. Survey Scope

In this section, we describe the scope of the survey. Due to the large
volume of publications related to EHR Vis, we apply constraints to
narrow down the list of literature. We describe those constraints
below in this section.

In Scope: In this STAR, we focus on EHR and PopHR Vis as de-
fined in Section 1.4.

We include peer-reviewed literature focusing on real-world sce-
narios and empirical applications of EHR Vis. We emphasize re-
search with healthcare data collected through clinical practice and
that which provides clinical decision support.

Novel techniques are also included. We include Event Sequence
Simplification (ESS), a widely adopted technique to provide suc-
cinct visual layouts [MLL*13] hidden in EHR data-related pro-
cesses. We include papers on EHR Vis with geospatial visualiza-
tion, as a geographical dimension might be relevant in a PopHR
dataset. Geospatial visualization partially overlaps with this sur-
vey. We include research describing EHR Vis with Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) techniques. Friedman and Hripcsak rec-
ognize text visualization with NLP as one of the most commonly
used tools to extract information from EHR data and for studying
clinical and research questions [FH99]. We also include papers de-
scribing EHR Vis systems developed with Machine Learning (ML)
and data mining techniques, as they have gained traction in their
applications in assisting clinical research [WZM*16].

We focus on papers published in the previous 10 years. We re-
fer to these papers as focus papers. Older papers such as LifeLines
[PMR*96], LifeLines2 [PMS*98a] and PatternFinder [FKSS06],
contribute significantly to the field, with mature implementations
deployed in clinical practices. We still include them as context pa-
pers and in the meta-data such as the classification Table 3, without
a detailed description. By considering the publication year, we are
able to investigate the fields that are less mature and provide more
accurate future research directions.

Out of Scope: We introduce the following criteria to constrain the
scope of this STAR.

Non peer-reviewed publications: We exclude papers that are
not peer-reviewed.

Resource-oriented: We exclude papers focusing on the visual-
ization of related resource-oriented EHR data. We define resource-
oriented EHR data as the data that focuses on the management
of clinical practices, such as hospital bed occupancy rates and
inter/intra-hospital patient transfer times. These studies generally
do not focus on the clinical decision support directly.

Off-topic: We exclude papers that focus on the use of EHR in
the study of disease relations and pathogen outbreaks.

Basic visual designs: In order to focus on novel and interactive
visualization techniques, we exclude papers that describe EHR Vis
with very basic, static visual designs such as a pie chart, line chart,
bar chart or bubble chart. Including classic, static visual designs
does not advance the state of the art.

Off-the-shelf solutions: We exclude papers that use off-the-
shelf solutions to generate images. In generally, they do not pro-
pose a novel visualization technique. We also exclude papers that
demonstrate visual designs but do not provide an in-depth evalua-
tion.

1.4. Background and Terminology

Healthcare-related terminology is one of the challenges in the lit-
erature. We address this challenge by studying some of the must
popular terms used in the literature. Here we provide and classify
the terminology used in this STAR.

EHR: To the best of our knowledge, there is no standard defini-
tion of an Electronic Health Record (EHR) even since its inception
in the 1960s [MIT16]. Iakovidis defines EHR as digitized health-
care information on individual patients that is accessible, secure
and highly usable for supporting the analysis of healthcare, edu-
cation and research [Iak98]. Gunter and Terry define EHR as, "A
longitudinal collection of electronic health information about indi-
vidual patients and populations" [GT05, p.1]. The U.S. National
Cancer Institute defines EHR as, "An electronic (digital) collection
of medical information about a person that is stored on a com-
puter" [Nata]. The U.S. Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Ser-
vices defines EHR as, "An electronic version of a patient’s medi-
cal history, that is maintained by the provider over time, and may
include all of the key administrative clinical data relevant to that
persons care under a particular provider, including demograph-
ics, progress notes, problems, medications, vital signs, past medi-
cal history, immunizations, laboratory data and radiology reports"
[Thee]. The World Health Organization (WHO) defines EHR as,
"Health records residing in an electronic system specifically de-
signed for data collection, storage, and manipulation, and to pro-
vide safe access to complete data about patients" [WP17, p.16].

In this STAR we define EHR as a longitudinal collection of com-
prehensive patient medical information in machine readable for-
mats, that is maintained and shared by healthcare providers, and
stored securely in an electronic system.
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Number of Electronic Health Records Visualized
UMLS Code UMLS Term Keywords 1 2 - 100 101 - 1,000 1,001 - 5,000 5,001 - 100,000 >100,000

C0003125 Anorexia nervosa [HMA*05]
C0004238 Atrial fibrillation [FUS*15]

C0007222 Cardiovascular diseases Cardiovascular disease

[JCG*20]
(7,537 patients

with 64,269
EHRs)

C0009378 Colonoscopy Colonoscopy, biopsy, appendiceal-orfice [TPC*18]

C0010337 Care of intensive care unit patient Critical care [BSM04]
[HPU01]
[SSBC19]

[MDM*14a]
(1,178 EHRs

shown)

[GJG*19]
(46,251

patients)

C0011847 Diabetes [RMA*10] [GSCE11]

C0011854 Diabetes dellitus, insulin-dependent Type 1 diabetes [ZCD19] [KAS*20]

[KCK*19]
(1.4 million
patients)

C0014544 Epilepsy [WLLP21]

C0018802 Congestive heart failure
[WG12]

(6,328 EHRs)

C0020179 Huntington disease Huntington’s disease [KAS*20]
C0020443 Hypercholesterolemia [KCK*19]
C0020538 Hypertensive disease Hypertensive [KCK*19]

C0021400 Influenza
[AM12]

[RGT*13]

C0021711 Neonatal intensive care [KPT*14]
[HPU01]

[KCJM16]
C0023981 Longitudinal Studies Longitudinal cohort study [ANI*19]

C0024117 Chronic obstructive airway disease Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
[GXZ*18]

(5,804 patients)

C0030567 Parkinson disease Parkinson’s disease [KAS*20]
C0030677 Patient care management [GSG*04] [MDM*14a]

C0030704 Patient transfer
[WGP*11]

(7,041 patients)

C0031330 Pharmacology Pharmacovigilance [MLL*13]

C0031437 Phenotype
[GHC*16]
[GGC*17]

[GND*18]

C0032285 Pneumonia [AM12]
C0034065 Pulmonary embolism [BSM04]
C0035242 Respiratory tract diseases Respiratory diseases [JCG*20]
C0038454 Cerebrovascular accident Stroke [LPK*16]
C0040034 Thrombocytopenia [WPS*09]
C0085207 Gestational diabetes Gestational diabetes mellitus [FUS*15]

C0262926 Medical history [ZAR*11] [SSBC19]
[GS14]

(2,899 patients)

[FKSS06]
(950 patients,
over 26,000
EHRs)

[JFB*16]
(439,547
patients,

833,710 EHRs)
[KCK*19]

C0441472 Clinical action [GAK*11]

C0599880 Treatment plan

[BSM04]
[FN11]

[GAK*11]
[ZCD19]

[JCG*20]

C0600139 Prostate carcinoma Prostate cancer

[BSKR19]
(almost 2,000

patients)

[BSB*15]
(about 16,000

patients)
[BSM*15]

(about 16,000
patients)

C0679831 Patient history Patient’s history
[PMS*98b]
[BAK07]
[DJC17]

[BSB*15]
[BSM*15]

C0684249 Carcinoma of lung Lung cancer [BWH14]
C0872379 Disease subtype Disease subtyping [GND*18]
C1659543 Breast Density [KLG*15]
C2711227 Steatohepatitis Hepatic Steatosis [KLG*15]

C3242284 Population health [KLG*15]

[TML*17]
[TRL*17]
[TML18]
[ML19]

[SNK*12]
[OS16]
(12 million
EHRs)

C5204342 Clinical history Patient clinical history [GOT*19] [FUS*15]

Table 3: UMLS table: Classification table of the reviewed literature. We extract keywords used in each paper in order to retrieve the UMLS
code and terminology via the UMLS Browser [Bod04]. Keywords are only indicated where they differ from the UMLS term. Papers are
grouped by UMLS Code on the y-axis and by the number of EHR documents visualized on the x-axis. Green highlights context papers
included in this STAR.
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Is published in
Literature EHR EMR Other Terms Vis community Year

PLAISANT et al. [PMS*98b] Computerized patient records 1998
HORN et al. [HPU01] 3 2001
BADE et al. [BSM04] 2004
GOREN-BAR et al. [GSG*04] Time-oriented clinical data 3 2004
HINUM et al. [HMA*05] Medical data 2005
FAILS et al. [FKSS06] Personal medical history 3 2006
BUI et al. [BAK07] 3 2007
WANG et al. [WPS*09] 3 2009
RIND et al. [RMA*10] Medical data 2010
FAIOLA and NEWLON [FN11] 2011
GOTZ et al. [GSCE11] 3 2011
GSCHWANDTNER et al. [GAK*11] Patient record 3 2011
WONGSUPHASAWAT et al. [WGP*11] 3 2011
ZHANG et al. [ZAR*11] 3 2011
ALONSO and MCCORMICK [AM12] Public health data 2012
SOPAN et al. [SNK*12] Public health data 2012
WONGSUPHASAWAT and GOTZ [WG12] 3 2012
MONROE et al. [MLL*13] 3 2013
RAMÍREZ-RAMÍREZ et al. [RGT*13] Public health 3 2013
BORLAND et al. [BWH14] Population health 3 2014
GOTZ and STAVROPOULOS [GS14] 3 2014
KAMALESWARAN et al. [KPT*14] 3 2014
MALIK et al. [MDM*14a] 3 2014
BERNARD et al. [BSB*15] 3 2015
BERNARD et al. [BSM*15] 3 2015
FEDERICO et al. [FUS*15] 3 2015
KLEMM et al. [KLG*15] Population health 3 2015
GLUECK et al. [GHC*16] 3 2016
JIANG et al. [JFB*16] 3 2016
KAMALESWARAN et al. [KCJM16] 3 2016
LOORAK et al. [LPK*16] 3 2016
OLA and SEDIG [OS16] 2016
DABEK et al. [DJC17] 3 2017
GLUECK et al. [GGC*17] 3 2017
TONG et al. [TML*17] Public healthcare data 3 2017
TONG et al. [TRL*17] Public healthcare data 3 2017
GLUECK et al. [GND*18] 3 2018
GUO et al. [GXZ*18] 3 2018
TONG et al. [TML18] Public healthcare data 3 2018
TRIVEDI et al. [TPC*18] 2018
ALEMZADEH et al. [ANI*19] Longitudinal cohort study 3 2019
BERNARD et al. [BSKR19] 3 2019
GLICKSBERG et al. [GOT*19] 2019
GUO et al. [GJG*19] 3 2019
KWON et al. [KCK*19] 3 2019
MCNABB and LARAMEE [ML19] Population health data 3 2019
SULTANUM et al. [SSBC19] 3 2019
ZHANG et al. [ZCD19] 3 2019
JIN et al. [JCG*20] 2020
KWON et al. [KAS*20] 3 2020
WANG et al. [WLLP21] 3 2021

Total unique papers: 51 25 10 16 40

Table 4: Terminology table: Terminology used in each focus and context paper included in this STAR, order by year of publication. The
x-axis indicates the terminology used in each paper, and their subject category is described in Section 3. This table indicates a mixture of
terms are used throughout the literature. We clarify the terminology in Section 1.4. Green highlights context papers.

EMR: EHR and Electronic Medical Record (EMR) are some-
times used interchangeably to represent digitized health records
used to improve quality of care and estimate costs [ZAR*11;
Eva16; GBMG17; STBR18]. Unlike EHR, an EMR is stored and
used internally without inter-organization sharing [HBS17]. For
purposes of this STAR, we group EMR terminology and literature
into the EHR category.

PHR: To the best of our knowledge, a definition of Personal

Health Record (PHR) was first proposed in the early 2000s with
Tang et al. [TAB*06] stating that a PHR differs from an EHR
by its accessibility. A PHR is managed by the data owner and is
authorized for sharing with healthcare providers when necessary
[TAB*06]. The U.S. National Cancer Institute defines PHR as, "A
collection of information about a person’s health that allows the
person to manage and track his or her own health information"
[Natb]. The NHS classifies a medical record as a PHR if it is se-
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cure, usable and available online whilst being managed by the per-
son who the record represents [NHSb].

PopHR: Population Health Record (PopHR) is first defined by
Friedman and Parrish as, "A repository of statistics, measures, and
indicators regarding the state of and influences on the health of
a defined population, in computer processable form, stored and
transmitted securely, and accessible by multiple authorized users"
in 2010 [FP10, p.360]. A PopHR dataset focuses on the health of
a population, without storing identifiable information on individual
members of the population. We make a distinction between EHR
and PopHR in this survey. The research focusing on PopHR is sum-
marized in Section 4.6.

EHR Visualization: We consider the visualization of EHR and
PopHR for clinical decision support, as a sub-field of information
visualization and visual analytics (EHR Vis), with the following
definitions.

2. Literature Classification

This section describes our literature classification method. We de-
rive classification dimensions based on:

• Recurring multidisciplinary research themes derived from our
literature search, described in Section 2.1.

• The Unified Medical Language System (UMLS), introduced in
Section 2.2, as the medical terminology standard for classifying
literature.

2.1. Multidisciplinary Research Themes

EHRs are often large-scale and may contain noisy data [CXR18].
This means an automated process can be implemented in order to
achieve both efficiency and accuracy in the pre-processing and vi-
sualization stages. From the related literature, we have identified
several major research themes in processing and visualizing EHRs.
We provide a brief description of these themes here and review the
related literature in detail in Section 4.

• Machine Learning (ML)
• Natural Language Processing (NLP)
• Event Sequence Simplification (ESS)
• Geospatial Visualization (GEO)
• Visual Analytics with Clustering
• Visual Analytics with Comparison

Table 8 shows an overview of our literature classification based
on multidisciplinary research themes. We describe Table 8 in Sec-
tion 4 on the visualization of EHR data.

2.2. Adopting a Medical Terminology Standard

Gesulaga et al. identify one of the primary barriers to the adop-
tion and deployment of EHR Vis systems in a clinical environ-
ment as stemming from resistance from clinical professionals due
to the lack of expertise in computer systems including visualiza-
tion [GBMG17]. By adopting a medical terminology standard, we
hope to bridge the gap between two communities, thus reaching a

Figure 1: The various subdomains integrated in the UMLS Termi-
nology. Image courtesy of [Bod04].

wider audience beyond information visualization and visual ana-
lytics, and take advantage of the extensive work invested into the
standardized terminology development.

UMLS was introduced by the US National Library of Medicine
in 2004. It incorporates a growing list of 2.5 million medical con-
cepts and 12 million relations among these concepts from multi-
ple dictionaries in order to provide a terminology standardization.
A schematic of the integrated dictionaries is shown in Figure 1.
Dictionaries often use different lexical items to describe identical
or similar terms. An integrated standard will make these resources
interoperable, machine-readable and help dismantle the barrier to
multidisciplinary research [Bod04].

In order to classify each paper, we first extract their keywords to
obtain their corresponding code and terminology from the UMLS.
Table 3 shows the overview classification of research papers found
from our literature search. The x-axis is mapped to the number of
EHRs visualized in the corresponding paper. The y-axis is mapped
to the corresponding UMLS Code and terminology found along
with the keywords appearing in each paper. We can observe from
Table 3 the lack of convergence or consolidation with respect to the
health conditions addressed in the EHR Vis literature. This is most
likely due to the relative immaturity of the field. We also do not
observe many research groups working together as a wider team-
effort to tackle challenges in the field. And finally we can observe
that not many papers are dealing with the really large EHR and
PopHR datasets with over 100,000 records.

3. Related Work

This section introduces related work with a special emphasis on
previous related surveys. Papers with a focus on visualization or vi-
sual analytics of EHR data are described in Section 3.1. We present
previous PopHR survey papers in Section 3.2.

Our STAR differs from previous ones by including a novel, up-
to-date overview using a medical terminology standard described
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GOTZ et al.[GSCE11] 2011
WONGSUPHASAWAT et al.[WGP*11] 2011
ALONSO and MCCORMICK[AM12] 2012
SOPAN et al.[SNK*12] 2012
WONGSUPHASAWAT and GOTZ[WG12] 2012
MONROE et al.[MLL*13] 2013
RAMÍREZ-RAMÍREZ et al.[RGT*13] 2013
BORLAND et al.[BWH14] 2014
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BERNARD et al.[BSB*15] 2015
BERNARD et al.[BSM*15] 2015
FEDERICO et al.[FUS*15] 2015
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Total unique papers: 12 | Total appearances: 21

Table 5: Focus papers: Y-axis, common Focus papers from pre-
vious survey papers, ordered by the year of publication. X-axis,
E©indicates an EHR focused survey and P©indicates a PopHR fo-
cused survey. We can see that some of previously published EHR
Vis papers are common to multiple surveys.
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Year
PLAISANT et al.[PMS*98b] 1998
HORN et al.[HPU01] 2001
BADE et al.[BSM04] 2004
GOREN-BAR et al.[GSG*04] 2004
HINUM et al.[HMA*05] 2005
FAILS et al.[FKSS06] 2006
BUI et al.[BAK07] 2007
WANG et al.[WPS*09] 2009
RIND et al.[RMA*10] 2010
FAIOLA and NEWLON[FN11] 2011

4 9 1 3 1 2
Total unique papers: 10 | Total appearances: 20

Table 6: Context papers: Y-axis, overlapping context papers from
previous survey papers, ordered by the year of publication. X-axis,
E©indicates an EHR focused survey and P©indicates a PopHR fo-
cused survey. We can observe that the 2013 survey by Rind et al.
[RWA*13] has some thematic overlap with this one.

in Section 2.2, with 29 more recent publications on EHR visual-
ization. Table 5-7 clearly indicate both the overlap and divergence
between this STAR and previous surveys. In addition, we introduce
a survey of 34 open healthcare data sources in Section 6 to address
the challenge of healthcare data access.

3.1. Related Work with an EHR Focus

In this section, we divide related work with an EHR focus into two
sub-categories, related work with an EHR Vis focus and related
work without an EHR Vis focus but rather on analysis. We also in-
vestigate both the overlap and divergence of the literature presented
here with previous surveys, as shown in Table 5-7 for focus papers,
context papers, and out of scope papers respectively.
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Year
KOSARA and MIKSCH[KM01] B 2001
ATKINSON and UNWIN[AU02] OS 2002
CHITTARO et al.[CCT03] OT 2003
BRODBECK et al.[BGD05] B 2005
AIGNER and MIKSCH[AM06] B, OS 2006
BLANTON et al.[BMM*06] OT 2006
DA SILVA et al.[DGG*07] B, OS 2007
GUO[Guo07] B, OT 2007
HU et al.[HZC*07] B, OT 2007
PIECZKIEWICZ et al.[PFH07] B 2007
GAO et al.[GMA*08] B, OS 2008
HALLETT[Hal08] B 2008
HEITGERD et al.[HDE*08] B 2008
REINHARDT et al.[REA*08] B 2008
YI et al.[YHH*08] OS 2008
BASHYAM et al.[BHW*09] B, S 2009
CONNORS et al.[CKS*09] OT 2009
WONGSUPHASAWAT and SHNEIDERMAN[WS09] OT 2009
GOLDSMITH et al.[GTC*10] B 2010
KLIMOV et al.[KST10] RO 2010
KUMASAKA et al.[KNK10] OT 2010
NAUMOVA[Nau10] OT 2010
STEENWIJK et al.[SMB*10] S 2010
WILLISON[Wil10] B, N, OS 2010
DRISCOLL et al.[DGM*11] B, OT 2011
HRIPCSAK et al.[HAP11] B, OS 2011
LEWIS et al.[LFL*11] B 2011
MACIEJEWSKI et al.[MLR*11] B, OT 2011
GESTELAND et al.[GLG*12] OT 2012
JOSHI and SZOLOVITS[JS12] B, OS 2012
LIVNAT et al.[LRS12] B, OT 2012
MANE et al.[MBS*12] B 2012
PERER and SUN[PS12] B, OS 2012
STUBBS et al.[SKD12] B 2012
RAJWAN et al.[RBL*13] B, OS 2013
FREIFELD et al.[FMRB14] B, OS 2014
GÁLVEZ et al.[GAS*14] B 2014
SIMPAO et al.[SAD*14] B 2014
DUNNE et al.[DMPM15] B, OT 2015
MASOODIAN et al.[MLK16] B, OT 2016
CABALLERO et al.[CCDW17] RO 2017
ABUKHODAIR et al.[AKOS18] RO 2018

3 10 11 7 8 4 1 6
Total unique papers: 42 | Total appearances: 50

Table 7: Out of scope papers: Y-axis, out of scope papers from
previous survey papers, ordered by the year of publication, with
the exclusion criteria described in Section 1.3: (S) Scientific Visu-
alization. (N) Not peer-reviewed. (RO) Resource-oriented system.
(OT) Off-topic. (B) Basic visual designs. (OS) Off-the-shelf solu-
tion. X-axis, E©indicates an EHR focused survey and P©indicates a
PopHR focused survey.

Related Work with an EHR Vis Focus

The IEEE Workshop on Visual Analytics in Healthcare (VAHC)
started in 2010 and has been hosted six times at the IEEE VIS con-
ference and four times at the American Medical Informatics Asso-
ciation (AMIA) Annual Symposium. EHR Vis has great potential
for influencing the clinical decision-making process and conduct-
ing research on epidemiology [Eva16]. The quantity of literature
has grown since an early survey published in 2013 by Rind et al.
[RWA*13]. There are a number of older related surveys published
since then, we present them in this section.

Roque et al. compare six information visualization systems de-
signed for providing overviews of EHR data [RST10]. Systems are
classified based on the users, goals, and tasks. Four of these sys-
tems are included in our survey as context papers (Table 6) and two
are excluded with reasons indicated in Table 7.

Rind et al. [RWA*13] review 14 information visualization sys-
tems for exploring and querying EHR documents, as shown in Ta-
ble 5.2 in their work. The survey identifies four major challenges in
the field, and highlights the potential that information visualization
has on supporting medical tasks. Some 14 systems are compared
by (1) supported data types (categorical and numerical), (2) multi-
variate support, (3) subject cardinality (support for one patient ver-
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sus multiple patient records), and (4) supported medical scenarios.
Two systems are included in our survey as focus papers (Table 5),
nine are included as context papers (Table 6), and seven are papers
considered out of scope with reasoning indicated in Table 7.

Simpao et al. [SAGR14] discuss applications of visual analytics
in healthcare since the HITECH Act in 2009. The authors review
eight visual analytics tools for EHR and categorize their application
into different scenarios: (1) using mathematical and algorithmic
based processing techniques such as text mining and NLP to de-
rive insight from data, (2) predefined data models to input EHR and
output predictive risk assessment results for stratifying patients, (3)
enhancing EHR systems with more sophisticated rules-based func-
tions, (4) analyzing continuous data streams in the nontraditional
healthcare environment, such as data transmitted from wearable
monitors, (5) aimed at cost-cutting and revenue-generating, such
as automated billing and auditing, optimizing resource allocation.
From these eight EHR Vis tools, one is included in our survey as
a context paper (Table 6), and seven are considered out of scope
(Table 7).

West et al. [WBH15] publish a systematic review of 18 papers,
by highlighting crucial metrics to evaluate EHR systems. Those
metrics include (1) visualization techniques applied to utilize the
screen space efficiently while preserving as much data as possi-
ble, (2) interactive user options to identify abnormalities within the
data, (3) visualization of the entire dataset even if there are miss-
ing values or inaccurate data entries, (4) visualization of temporal
data including event sequences and real-time data streams, and (5)
training time required for users and software. Some 13 EHR sys-
tems are described in these 18 papers. We include four as focus
papers (Table 5), three as context papers (Table 6) and exclude six
papers (Table 7).

Onukwugha et al. [OPS16] publish a survey of EHR Vis for
cancer analysis. The authors describe five cancer-related EHR Vis
systems followed by two EHR systems in detail with case studies
visualizing a prostate cancer archive and a health insurance claim
dataset. The authors focus on EHR systems from three perspectives,
(1) the ability to identify and rectify errors in data, (2) visualization
techniques and interactive options provided to support data analy-
sis, and (3) cogent visualizations generated to present findings to
decision-makers. From these seven EHR Vis systems, we include
four as focus papers (Table 5), one as a context paper (Table 6) and
exclude two papers (Table 7).

Gotz and Borland [GB16] discuss challenges and opportunities
for the interactive visualization of EHR, with four EHR Vis systems
reviewed in detail. The authors provide a broad range of empirical
applications incorporating EHR Vis, (1) Patient-centered point-of-
care applications that provide support for clinicians on communi-
cation and analysis for a single patient. (2) Patient-facing applica-
tions, similar to patient-centered point-of-care applications, provid-
ing patient-oriented support via techniques such as storytelling. (3)
Population management applications supporting institutional poli-
cymakers to allocate healthcare resources intelligently. (4) Health
outcomes research that support discovery and insight that general-
ize across a population at large. We include two as focus papers
(Table 5) in our survey and exclude two papers (Table 7).

Rind et al. [RFG*17] publish a survey of EHR Vis with a fo-

cus on time-oriented datasets. The authors identify technical chal-
lenges arising from the temporal dimension of EHR datasets, as (1)
the interpretation of discrete and continuous temporal dimensions,
(2) the scalability from a single patient to a cohort of patients and
(3) data-processing techniques to minimize uncertainties caused by
data quality. Detailed descriptions of four EHR systems are pro-
vided, we include two as focus papers (Table 5) and two as context
papers (Table 6).

Related Work with EHR Focus Outside the Visualization Com-
munity

To date, we have not found any further related EHR Vis surveys
beyond what we describe. However, we found other work related
to EHR analysis outside the visualization community with a focus
on EHR data.

MIT Critical Data published a related book, Secondary Analy-
sis of Electronic Health Records [MIT16]. The first chapter iden-
tifies the objective of secondary analysis of EHR data as the uti-
lization of EHR data to provide evidence for informing best prac-
tices in clinical care. EHR has comparative advantages in both cost-
effectiveness and feasibility. The second chapter reviews three open
access EHR databases (as one of them no longer provides open ac-
cess, we only include two of these databases in Table 17 in Section
6.5 as focus data sources) in detail with compact descriptions of
three additional databases with more restrictive access limitations
(we exclude these three databases, as two have discontinued and
one no longer provides open access).

Chapter three introduces opportunities and challenges in the sec-
ondary analysis of EHR. EHR creates novel opportunities for re-
searchers and clinicians, large datasets and queries provide evi-
dence to support hypotheses. The authors identify that scalability
and data accessibility as two major challenges in the field, which
overlap with our findings in Section 7 and Table 18. Other chal-
lenges identified are data protection, data interoperability, the cost
of data infrastructure and the varied quality of research outputs.
The rest of the book describes techniques in data pre-processing
and analysis with example studies conducted using EHR databases
reviewed in chapter two.

Shickel et al. [STBR18] survey six ML-EHR systems developed
with Deep Learning techniques for predictive analytics using EHRs
in detail. In addition, 25 systems are included for comparison and
discussion. These systems are divided into two categories based on
their applied machine learning techniques: Supervised and Unsu-
pervised, as shown in Figure 3 in Shickel et al. [STBR18] survey.
Another classification dimension is derived from the target task and
subtasks of previous EHR systems.

Koleck et al. [KDBB19] systematically review 27 systems that
adopt NLP algorithms for extracting structured data from free text
EHRs. Table 3 in Koleck et al. [KDBB19] shows the classification
by the clinical specialty. The survey scope is defined to include
symptom science research that focuses on the description, evalua-
tion, or use of an NLP algorithm or pipeline to process or analyze
patient symptom terms. Reporting demographic information is es-
sential for NLP-EHR studies, as symptom experience is known to
vary by common demographic factors. Reporting such information
helps avoid potential bias and improve the effectiveness of tailored
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interventions. Some 27 systems are evaluated, with eight critical
indicators identified by the authors.

3.2. Related Work with a PopHR Vis Focus

This section introduces related work with an emphasis on PopHR,
which focuses on the visualization of the health of a population,
rather than individuals.

Carroll et al. [CAD*14] publish a systematic review of 88 ar-
ticles with a primary focus on infectious disease, needs of public
health users, or usability of information visualizations. Each arti-
cle is reviewed and classified into the following six categories with
a focus on: (1) information needs and learning behavior of public
health professionals, (2) architecture of tools, (3) user preference
with a focus on usability issues and barriers to adoption of tools,
(4) features of tools, (5) usability and evaluation and (6) implemen-
tation and adoption. These categories are not mutually exclusive, in
total 14 EHR systems are reviewed in detail, we include three (Ta-
ble 5) as focus papers, none as context papers, and exclude 11 with
reasons indicated in Table 7.

Preim and Lawonn review the existing visual analytics solu-
tions for supporting Public Health (PH) [PL20] with structured
data. The authors describe PH datasets as heterogeneous and high-
dimensional, often containing temporal and spatial dimensions,
therefore flexible visual analytics solutions will benefit the anal-
ysis process and provide support for PH decision-making. The sur-
vey classifies these solutions based on commonly used visualiza-
tion and visual analytics techniques, as shown in Tables 4 and 5 in
their work. The survey then expands into three particular areas of
PH, (1) analysis and control of epidemics with 8 solutions, (2) vi-
sual analytics for epidemiological research with 14 solutions, and
(3) visual analytics of population-based cohort study data. We in-
clude two (Table 5) as focus papers, none as context papers, and
exclude six with reasons indicated in Table 7.

4. Visualization of EHR Data

This section describes 41 focus papers on EHR Vis found from our
literature search. We further categorize these papers based on six
multidisciplinary research themes derived from our investigation,
as shown in the Table 8. Each theme is described in this section
in detail. We also provide an interactive EHR STAR Browser con-
taining all literature described in this section. Note that each paper
description follows the guidlines proveded by Laramee ([Lar11]).

4.1. Machine Learning

This section introduces the literature that combines Machine Learn-
ing (ML) and EHR Vis. We follow the definition of ML by Alpay-
din [Alp10] as the process of optimizing the performance of a pre-
defined model, based on example data or past experience. The out-
comes from the process are either predictive to provide guidance
on the future or descriptive to acquire knowledge from the exist-
ing data. The application of ML techniques such as deep learning
[ROC*18], neural networks [KCK*19], support vector machines
[ZXG19; BRMF19] and topic models [BRMF19], have evolved re-
cently to increase automation of processing EHR archives. From
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Year
PLAISANT et al. [PMS*98b] 1998
HORN et al. [HPU01] 2001
BADE et al. [BSM04] 2004
GOREN-BAR et al. [GSG*04] 2004
HINUM et al. [HMA*05] 2005
FAILS et al. [FKSS06] 2006
BUI et al. [BAK07] 2007
WANG et al. [WPS*09] 2009
RIND et al. [RMA*10] 2010
FAIOLA and NEWLON [FN11] 2011
GOTZ et al. [GSCE11] 2011
GSCHWANDTNER et al. [GAK*11] 2011
WONGSUPHASAWAT et al. [WGP*11] 2011
ZHANG et al. [ZAR*11] 2011
ALONSO and MCCORMICK [AM12] 2012
SOPAN et al. [SNK*12] 2012
WONGSUPHASAWAT and GOTZ [WG12] 2012
MONROE et al. [MLL*13] 2013
RAMÍREZ-RAMÍREZ et al. [RGT*13] 2013
BORLAND et al. [BWH14] 2014
GOTZ and STAVROPOULOS [GS14] 2014
KAMALESWARAN et al. [KPT*14] 2014
MALIK et al. [MDM*14a] 2014
BERNARD et al. [BSB*15] 2015
BERNARD et al. [BSM*15] 2015
FEDERICO et al. [FUS*15] 2015
KLEMM et al. [KLG*15] 2015
GLUECK et al. [GHC*16] 2016
JIANG et al. [JFB*16] 2016
KAMALESWARAN et al. [KCJM16] 2016
LOORAK et al. [LPK*16] 2016
OLA and SEDIG [OS16] 2016
DABEK et al. [DJC17] 2017
GLUECK et al. [GGC*17] 2017
TONG et al. [TML*17] 2017
TONG et al. [TRL*17] 2017
GLUECK et al. [GND*18] 2018
GUO et al. [GXZ*18] 2018
TONG et al. [TML18] 2018
TRIVEDI et al. [TPC*18] 2018
ALEMZADEH et al. [ANI*19] 2019
BERNARD et al. [BSKR19] 2019
GLICKSBERG et al. [GOT*19] 2019
GUO et al. [GJG*19] 2019
KWON et al. [KCK*19] 2019
MCNABB and LARAMEE [ML19] 2019
SULTANUM et al. [SSBC19] 2019
ZHANG et al. [ZCD19] 2019
JIN et al. [JCG*20] 2020
KWON et al. [KAS*20] 2020
WANG et al. [WLLP21] 2021

Total unique paper: 51 10 8 12 11 3 10 8

Table 8: Overview of EHR Vis techniques: Ordered by the pub-
lication year. The x-axis is mapped to the re-occurring research
themes we extracted from the literature. Red highlights the primary
theme, Grey highlights the secondary theme, and Green highlights
context papers.

examining Table 8, we can observe that incorporating ML into EHR
Vis is a relatively new trend and not very mature. Also, we believe
that EHR Vis could benefit more with the help of ML techniques.
Table 9 presents an overview of the EHR literature in this subsec-
tion indicating which ML techniques are used. We can observe that
active learning is a recurring theme in the visualization literature.
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Literature ML Topics UMLS Term Year
BERNARD et al.[BSB*15] Active Learning

REPTree
Prostate carcinoma 2015

DABEK et al.[DJC17] Unspecified Patient history 2017
GUO et al.[GXZ*18] Clustering Chronic obstructive airway disease 2019
GLUECK et al.[GND*18] Active Learning Phenotype

Disease subtype
2018

TRIVEDI et al.[TPC*18] Support Vector Machine
Bag-of-words

Colonoscopy 2018

GUO et al.[GJG*19] Neural Networks Care of intensive care unit patient 2019
KWON et al.[KCK*19] Recurrent Neural Networks Diabetes mellitus, insulin-dependent

Hypercholesterolemia
Hypertensive disease
Medical history

2019

SULTANUM et al.[SSBC19] Active Learning Care of intensive care unit patient
Medical history

2019

JIN et al.[JCG*20] Recurrent Neural Networks Cardiovascular diseases
Respiratory tract diseases
Treatment plan

2020

KWON et al.[KAS*20] Hidden Markov Models Diabetes mellitus, insulin-dependent
Huntington disease
Parkinson disease

2020

Table 9: An overview table of ML
topics discussed in the literature
described in Section 4.1. Papers
with ML as a secondary theme are
highlighted in Green .

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C0600139 Prostate carcinoma
C0679831 Patient history

Bernard et al. contribute a visual active learning system [BSM*15]
extending their prior work [BSB*15]. The system enables physi-
cians to evaluate the well-being status of prostate cancer patients
by exploiting the patient’s history as recorded in their respective
EHRs. The phrase visual active learning system refers to a system
that uses an active learning approach which requires physicians
for feedback and corrections during the training of the model.
The resulting visualization enables quick identification of possible
diagnoses of individual patient’s symptoms.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C0679831 Patient history

Dabek et al. propose a timeline-based framework for aggregating
and summarizing EHRs [DJC17]. The main challenge they address
is the heterogeneous nature of EHR data sources. The framework
implements a patient timeline that conveys temporal events with
nodes. Each node contains a textual summary generated automat-
ically via machine learning. A separate panel is presented with a
sunburst chart visualizing patient diagnoses and a horizon chart
visualizing lab test results.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C0031437 Phenotype
C0872379 Disease subtype

Glueck et al. present PhenoLines, a visual analysis tool for the
interpretation of disease subtypes that exploits the application
of topic modelling applied to clinical data [GND*18]. Based on
the Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) extracting and mapping
method introduced in the prior work [GHC*16; GGC*17], Phe-
noLines aims to support the filtering, comparison, simplification
and interpretation of temporal evolution of phenotype probabilities
within and between disease subtypes. Topic modeling is used
to mine cross-sectional patient’s comorbidity data from high

dimensional EHRs. PhenoLines enables interactive analysis of
the derived topic models, by encoding them in sunburst charts, as
shown in Figure 2.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C0011854 Diabetes mellitus, insulin-

dependent
C0020443 Hypercholesterolemia
C0020538 Hypertensive disease
C0262926 Medical history

Kwon et al. [KCK*19] first present RetainEx, a recurrent neural
networks (RNN) approach that develops interactivity and in-
terpretability for prediction tasks and incorporates the temporal
dimension in patient history data. As the RNN uses a black-box
approach, it is difficult to couple the predictions to a particular
attribute used during training. The authors then introduce Retain-
Vis, an interactive visual analytics tool for assisting the user in
understanding the process of prediction. Histogram, scatterplot,
matrix and glyph designs are used to present influential attributes
leading to the prediction.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C0007222 Cardiovascular diseases
C0035242 Respiratory tract diseases
C0599880 Treatment plan

Jin et al. [JCG*20] introduce CarePre, an intelligent system that
converts EHR data from a cohort of patients into sequences of
events, and leverages machine learning techniques for the predic-
tion of a patient’s risk level during diagnosis. The system then
recommends the most influential treatment plans. Based on the
available EHR data, CarePre is also able to predict the likelihood
of an outbreak for a set of potential diseases selected by the user.
The MIMIC dataset [JPS*16] is used for thorough evaluations
with seven physicians including two case studies. We include this
open access dataset in Table 17.
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Figure 2: PhenoLines [GND*18] in-
cludes (A) A settings panel for interactive
functions such as sort, filter and aggre-
gate, (B) A detail panel renders the pheno-
type in the selected topic with juxtaposed
timeline charts, (C) The topics panel pro-
vides an overview of all topics extracted,
and (D) A search panel. Image courtesy of
Glueck et al. [GND*18].

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C0011854 Diabetes mellitus, insulin-

dependent
C0020179 Huntington disease
C0030567 Parkinson disease

Kwon et al. [KAS*20] present DPVis, a multiple views visual ana-
lytics system that focuses on visual disease progression analysis in
order to develop fully interpretable and interactive visualizations.
Hidden Markov models (HMMs) are trained to infer the most
probable state sequences based on the user-chosen attributes.
DPVis incorporates multiple interactive visual designs including
matrix, chord diagram and parallel beeswarm plots to support
the exploration of disease progression and discover associations
between patterns and variables.

4.2. Natural Language Processing

This section introduces EHR Vis papers incorporating Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) as a complementary technique. We follow
the definition of NLP from Liddy as, "a theoretically motivated
range of computational techniques for analyzing and representing
naturally occurring texts at one or more levels of linguistic anal-
ysis for the purpose of achieving human-like language processing
for a range of tasks or applications" [Lid01]. As an active area of
research, NLP has evolved since its inception in the 1940s.

As one of the most widely used analytical techniques in health-
care, NLP is capable of transforming unstructured text into a struc-
tured and machine-readable format [KDBB19]. Clinicians have
very diverse ways of documenting patient records. This may re-
quire appropriate modifiers to capture words, phrases and their re-
lationships in EHRs [SSBC19]. Table 10 shows a summary of the
NLP techniques used in the EHR Vis literature. It is evident that in-
corporating NLP techniques is still in its early stages and has much
room to grow.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C0262926 Medical history

Zhang et al. develop AnamneVis in order to capture a complete
picture of a patient’s medical history [ZAR*11]. AnamneVis incor-
porates NLP algorithms to extract structured medical information
from unstructured data sources such as doctor-patient dialogs and
medical reports. The International Classification of Diseases (ICD)
as the medical standard for mapping diseases and symptoms. The
Five Ws concept [ZBA*13] is adopted for mapping the relations
between extracted information. A sunburst diagram is used to

visualize the data in two layouts, (1) a hierarchy-centric layout for
the hierarchy information representing diagnosed ICD codes, and
(2) a patient-centric layout for the past diagnoses and procedures
taken. In addition, a sankey diagram is used to illustrate past
medical diagnostic flow of the patient.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C0009378 Colonoscopy

Trivedi et al. introduce NLPReViz, a visual analytic and visual-
ization tool that uses Support Vector Machine for training NLP
models in real time [TPC*18]. Users are able to train, review and
revise trained NLP models by rectifying the binary results from the
previous execution. Re-trained models are used for next execution
and provide a more accurate result. We classify NLPReVis as NLP,
since it uses a combination of NLP and ML, but with more of a
focus on NLP, this is reflected in Table 8.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C0010337 Care of intensive care unit

patient
C0262926 Medical history

Sultanum et al. present Doccurate, a system embodying a curation-
based approach that automatically extracts relevant information
from large clinical text datasets, to provide an accurate and
sufficient overview for a patient [SSBC19]. After interviewing
six domain experts, the authors conclude that preserving the
original text in clinical notes is crucial for the visualization of
EHRs. Doccurate provides automation in data processing and
customization for visualization while preserving the link to the
original data.

4.3. Event Sequence Simplification

This section includes EHR Vis literature with a focus on Event Se-
quence Simplification (ESS). We follow the definition of ESS as
any technique used for reducing the visual complexity of event
sequences in aggregated display overviews [MLL*13; MSD*16].
EHRs by nature are temporal events unfolding successively, ESS
enables events to be trimmed down to their core elements, improv-
ing both data-processing and visualization of EHRs. The technique
is adopted by EHR Vis systems such as LifeLines [PMR*96] and
EventFlow [MLL*13]. Table 11 provides a summary of event types
appearing in this sub-section. Events associated with hospitals are
a recurring theme.
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Literature NLP Approaches UMLS Term Year
ZHANG et al.[ZAR*11] Unspecified Medical history 2011
JIANG et al.[JFB*16] Named Entity Recognition Medical history 2016
GLUECK et al.[GGC*17] Natural Language Queries Phenotype 2017
TRIVEDI et al.[TPC*18] Automated Retrieval Console

cTAKES
Colonoscopy 2018

SULTANUM et al.[SSBC19] cTAKES Care of intensive care unit patient
Medical history

2019

WANG et al.[JFB*16] Natural Language Queries Epilepsy 2021

Table 10: An overview table of
NLP approaches adopted by the
literature described in Section
4.2. Papers with NLP as a sec-
ondary theme are highlighted in
Green .

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C0030704 Patient transfer

Wongsuphasawat et al. [WGP*11] introduce LifeFlow for pro-
viding an interactive visual overview of event sequence data.
Following the approach used in LifeLines2 [WPS*09], the au-
thors introduce an aggregation method that groups events into a
tree-based hierarchical data structure. Nodes of the same type are
rendered as a color-coded event bar, the height of an event bar is
proportional to the number of records, and the gap between event
bars represents the average time between events. Although the
case study of LifeFlow focuses on the analysis of patient transfers
between hospital departments, we still include the paper for its
aggregation method. We believe the technique is also applicable to
EHRs.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C0018802 Congestive heart failure

Wongsuphasawat et al. [WG12] introduce Outflow, a visualization
of temporal event sequence data. Outflow uses a different approach
that visualizes the aggregation results using a graph-based rep-
resentation, which simplifies the comparison of alternative paths
with the same state. Both papers are supported by user studies.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C0031330 Pharmacology

Monroe et al. introduce a technique to simplify temporal event
sequence data [MLL*13], following their previous work called
EventFlow [MWP*12]. EventFlow transforms temporal events
into an aggregated display to identify hidden trends in the data,
this is particularly useful for EHRs as the scalability and the
dimensionality of EHRs grow, the visual complexity also in-
creases. An example is shown in Figure 3. The authors propose
user-driven simplification, achieved via filtering-based selection:
(1) filtering by record which allows the user to remove records
through querying or clicking, (2) filtering by category which hides
the selected categories and aggregate visual elements into fewer
and larger displays, (3) filtering by time enables the user to define
a time frame to reduce visual density, (4) filtering by attributes
which enables the user to define threshold values. However,
filtering-based simplification removes events from the original
data. Transformation-based simplification is introduced to preserve
the logical relations between events: (1) interval event merging
is used to remove gaps or overlap between events, (2) category
merging enables categories to be combined to reduce visual
elements without removing events, (3) marker event insertion
allowing the user to collapse multiple events into a single one.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C0262926 Medical history

Gotz and Stavropoulos [GS14] introduce DecisionFlow for visu-
alizing large numbers (thousands) of high-dimensional temporal
event sequence data. Instead of visualizing the entire dataset from
the beginning, DecisionFlow allows the user to construct a query
with multiple constraints to retrieve the initial data. The result is
then aggregated to generate milestones, and visualized for further
analysis and interactions. The user is able to set and modify
milestones interactively to achieve filtering and selection.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C0010337 Care of intensive care unit

patient
C0030677 Patient care management

Malik et al. present CoCo [MDM*14a], a visual analytics tool
for comparing groups (cohorts) of temporal event sequence data.
Inspired by EventFlow [MLL*13] and Outflow [WG12], CoCo
enables users to explore statistics about the underlying dataset as
they interact with the simplified temporal event sequences. CoCo
offers a combination of user-driven and automated methods to
enable comparisons of cohort events. The authors evaluate the
work [MDM*15] with two case studies.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C0038454 Cerebrovascular accident

Loorak et al. [LPK*16] present TimeSpan, a visualization tool
designed to explore the temporal aspects of the stroke treatment
process. The authors collaborate with a team of domain experts
to derive and classify a list of basic tasks in the domian of stroke
care analysis. Temporal events are visualized using a parallel
coordinates with stacked bar charts extended with the Bertin-style
matrices [Ber99], and are aligned based on their positive effect on
the patient. A unique evaluation with a focus group session is also
presented.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C0024117 Chronic obstructive airway

disease
Guo et al. describe EventThread [GXZ*18], a visualization system
for revealing the evolution of patterns across stages in event
sequence data. EventThread uses Term Frequency - Inverse Doc-
ument Frequency (TF-IDF) [RJ76], a common technique used to
measure the importance of text segments in a document, to capture
the primary sequential pattern in the data. Events are then grouped
into threads by similarity, with interactive options provided to
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Figure 3: EventFlow [MLL*13]
visualizing the original Long-
Acting β-Agonists dataset on the
left, and the simplified dataset
on the right. The number of vi-
sual elements is reduced from
2,700 to 492. Image courtesy of
[MLL*13].

Literature Event Types UMLS Term Year
WONGSUPHASAWAT et al.[WGP*11] Hospital discharge and transfer

flows
Patient transfer 2011

WONGSUPHASAWAT and GOTZ[WG12] Congestive heart failure Congestive heart failure 2012
MONROE et al.[MLL*13] Prescriptions Pharmacology 2013
GOTZ and STAVROPOULOS[GS14] Diagnoses, lab tests, and medica-

tions
Medical history 2014

MALIK et al.[MDM*15] Respiratory and radiation 2015
LOORAK et al.[LPK*16] Stroke Cerebrovascular accident 2016
GUO et al.[GXZ*18] Diagnoses, procedures, hospital

admission and discharge)
Chronic obstructive airway disease 2018

BERNARD et al.[BSKR19] Biological indicator for prostate
cancer

Prostate carcinoma 2019

GUO et al.[GJG*19] Hospital admission and discharge,
death, prescriptions, infusions, lab
tests

Care of intensive care unit patient 2019

JIN et al.[JCG*20] Hospital admission, prescriptions,
diagnoses, treatments

Cardiovascular diseases
Respiratory tract diseases
Treatment plan

2020

Table 11: An overview table of event types in the literature described in Section 4.3. Papers with ESS as a secondary theme are highlighted
in Green .

facilitate further analysis. Guo et al. introduce EventThread 2
[GJG*19] to improve the system’s ability to handle the temporal
dimension by adopting neural network models. Both work involve
collaborations with medical experts and case studies with EHR
data.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C0600139 Prostate carcinoma

Bernard et al. propose a technique for visualizing post-operative
prostate cancer, that segments patient histories based on time
and then aggregates the results by therapy states and biological
conditions [BSKR19]. Instead of treating patient histories as
event sequences, the segmented results are presented using a
static dashboard, with extensive use of colors and glyphs for
encoding variables, in order to visualize longitudinal changes in
patient histories. The segmentation of patient histories is done by
using a sliding window approach to traverse through the dataset.
Evaluation is performed with groups of both expert and non-expert
users.

4.4. Visual Analytics and Comparison

This section describes research on visual analytics combined with
analytical comparison of EHRs. We follow the three categories of
comparative visual designs by Gleicher et al. [GAW*11], juxtapo-
sition, superposition and explicit encodings. Table 12 summarizes
the types of comparison techniques used in the EHR Vis literature.
Juxtaposition, the simplest, is the most common choice by a wide
margin.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C0441472 Clinical action
C0599880 Treatment plan

Gschwandtner et al. present CareCruiser [GAK*11], an enhanced
visual analysis system to explore the result of each applied clinical
action and identifies sub-optimal treatment choices. CareCruiser
supports the visualization of (1) hierarchical data which includes
the structure of treatment plans and sub-plans, (2) temporal
data referring to the execution sequence of treatment plans and
sub-plans, and the patient’s condition over time, (3) qualitative data
which represents relevant characteristics of treatment plans and
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Figure 4: PhenoStacks [GGC*17] includes
(A) The summary panel conveying phenotype
patterns across patient cohorts in a sunburst
chart, (B) The layout view enables the user to
select phenotypes by collapsing, filtering and
clustering, (C) The list view shows the pheno-
type names with a sorting function, (D) The
observations Plot visualizes the actual and in-
ferred phenotype observations in a matrix, and
enables the user to explore and identify poten-
tial patterns, and (E) The search panel sup-
ports natural language queries for searching
phenotypes. Image courtesy of [GGC*17].

sub-plans. Aligning, filtering and focus+context are provided for
investigation of the patient’s condition and responses to treatments,
as well as comparison between multiple patients.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C0684249 Carcinoma of lung

Borland et al. [BWH14] describe radial coordinates, a visualization
technique based on parallel coordinates, a scatterplot and a chord
diagram. The technique allows a more efficient utilization of the
space by representing each variable using an axis, arranged radially
around a scatterplot. Chords are used to represent relationships
between variables. The design supports comparison of high and
low prevalance values across all dimensions in the data. The radial
style parallel coordinates visual design is applied to NHS data
from the UK.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C0600139 Prostate carcinoma
C0679831 Patient History

Bernard et al. present an interactive visualization system for iden-
tifying, categorizing, and analyzing EHRs of cohorts of prostate
cancer patients [BSM*15]. The system supports the visualization
of multiple patients with (1) an overview that supports direct
selection of patients, (2) dynamic queries against attributes to
achieve filtering, and (3) a history panel that stores previous
cohorts that can be retrieved easily for comparison. The system
also offers a guided analysis of correlations between patients in the
cohort.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C0004238 Atrial fibrillation
C0085207 Gestational diabetes
C5204342 Clinical history

Federico et al. introduce Gnaeus, a guideline-based knowledge-
assisted visual analytics system for EHRs [FUS*15]. Gnaeus
utilizes computer-interpretable clinical guidelines (CIGs), which
are generated based on evidence-based clinical practice guidelines,
to assist the analysis of EHR data. Selected parameters from the
raw data are placed in parallel with clinical actions executed to
visualize the outcome, with related CIGs on the side to provide

recommendations. The system enables the user to compare
administered treatment with evidence-based best practices.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C0031437 Phenotype

Glueck et al. introduce PhenoBlocks, a visual analytics tool
that supports the comparison of phenotypes between patients
[GHC*16]. PhenoBlocks introduces a differential hierarchy
comparison algorithm for analyzing phenotypes pairwise between
patients, and uses a customized sunburst radial hierarchy layout
[SZ00] for visualizing the results.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C0031437 Phenotype

Glueck et al. present PhenoStacks, a visualization system to sup-
port comparison of cross-sectional phenotype within and between
patient cohorts [GGC*17]. The system adopts glyphs of Hu-
man Phenotype Ontology (HPO) developed in the prior work
PhenoBlocks [GHC*16] and supports sorting and filtering by
phenotype or patient attributes. Search is powered with natural
language queries (See Figure 4). To reduce visual redundancy,
the authors propose a topology simplification algorithm, a greedy
depth-first approach, for eliminating duplicates in phenotype
datasets.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C0011854 Diabetes mellitus, insulin-

dependent
C0599880 Treatment plan

Zhang et al. describe IDMVis [ZCD19], a temporal event sequence
visualization system developed for Type 1 diabetes treatment
decision support. They provide a new method of hierarchical
task abstraction for clinicians. Inspired by Temporal Folding, a
technique for visualizing temporal event sequences [DSP*17],
the authors propose a visual technique of dual sentinel event
alignment and time scaling to further enhance the visualization
for a large number of temporal event sequences. In addition to
the single-event alignment that enables the alignment of trend
lines based on a single designated event, the technique enables
the alignment of trend lines between two user-chosen events with
zooming.
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UMLS Term Year
GSCHWANDTNER et al.[GAK*11] Clinical action

Treatment plan
2011

BORLAND et al.[BWH14] Carcinoma of lung 2015
BERNARD et al.[BSM*15] Prostate carcinoma

Patient History
2015

FEDERICO et al.[FUS*15] Atrial fibrillation
Gestational diabetes
Clinical history

2015

GLUECK et al.[GHC*16] Phenotype 2016
LOORAK et al.[LPK*16] Cerebrovascular accident 2016
GLUECK et al.[GGC*17] Phenotype 2017
GLUECK et al.[GND*18] Phenotype 2018
GLICKSBERG et al.[GOT*19] Clinical history 2019
ZHANG et al.[ZCD19] Diabetes mellitus, insulin-dependent

Treatment plan
2019

WANG et al.[WLLP21] Epilepsy 2021

Table 12: An overview table of
comparative designs adopted by
the literature described in Section
4.4. The x-axis is mapped to the
comparative design categoriza-
tion by Gleicher et al. [GAW*11].
Papers with Comparison as a sec-
ondary theme are highlighted in
Green .

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C0014544 Epilepsy

Wang et al. present LetterVis, a visualization tool to support the
analysis of clinic letters through five customized visual layouts
with support from natural language queries [WLLP21]. A letter-
space layout is derived from the physical layout of text on A4-size
letters used by clinicians, exploiting implicit knowledge of the
clinicians who compose the letters. This layout is used to depict
the query results in (1) the global view that shows all the letters
loaded in one superimposed letter-space, (2) a thumbnail view for
individual letters, and (3) a focus view for the original content
with query results highlighted. (4) A co-occurrence matrix is
included for visualizing antiepileptic drug (AED) co-prescriptions.
In the (5) drug chain view, where each AED is represented by a
block in the chain, provides a visual representation of prescription
progression.

4.5. Visual Analytics with Clustering and Others

This section describes papers that use hierarchical clustering algo-
rithms for EHR analytics. According to the survey by Xu and Wun-
schll[XW05], hierarchical clustering algorithms are widely used in

Literature Clustering Dimensions UMLS Term Year
GOTZ et al.[GSCE11] Medical decisions Diabetes 2011
KAMALESWARAN et al.[KPT*14] Temporal Neonatal intensive care 2014
KAMALESWARAN et al.[KCJM16] Temporal

Respiratory physiologic signals
Neonatal intensive care 2016

Table 13: An overview table of clustering dimensions used in the
literature described in Section 4.5.

the information visualization discipline. This conforms with our
findings that all papers included in this section(Table 13) adopt
hierarchical clustering algorithms to produce homogeneous sub-
groups based on similarities. EHRVis may benefit from applying
other clustering techniques (e.g. Vector Quantization and Estima-
tion via Mixture Densities) to assist in analysis.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C0011847 Diabetes

Gotz et al. introduce DICON [GSCE11], a visualization tool that
supports the exploration of similarity in cohorts of patients.
Clusters are represented by dynamic icons and are generated using
similarity and cluster analysis algorithms. The cluster refinement
stage requires user guidance to evaluate cluster quality and apply
refinements. Users can drag and drop, merge and split an individual
patient or a cluster to refine clustering results.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C0021711 Neonatal intensive care

Kamaleswaran et al. uses a tri-event heatmap representation for
displaying high frequency complex data [KPT*14], neonatal
spells, collected in neonatal intensive care units. Their clustering
includes a temporal factor and a non-linear similarity metric. The
authors apply both density estimation and logarithmic clustering
to normalize and discretize the non-parametric distribution during
data pre-processing. The resulting visualization supports the
exploration of frequency, duration, and severity of spells.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C0021711 Neonatal intensive care

Kamaleswaran et al. introduce a visualization technique called a
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Literature Geospatial Regions UMLS Term Year
ALONSO and MCCORMICK[AM12] Brazil Pneumonia

Influenza
2012

SOPAN et al.[SNK*12] US Population health 2012
RAMÍREZ-RAMÍREZ et al.[RGT*13] Ontario, Canada Influenza 2013
KLEMM et al.[KLG*15] Germany Population health

Breast Density
Steatohepatitis

2013

JIANG et al.[JFB*16] Indiana, US Medical history 2016
OLA and SEDIG[OS16] Global Population health 2016
TONG et al.[TML*17] England, UK Population health 2017
TONG et al.[TRL*17] England, UK Population health 2017
TONG et al.[TML18] England, UK Population health 2018
ALEMZADEH et al.[ANI*19] Germany Longitudinal

studies
2019

MCNABB and LARAMEE[ML19] Ireland
UK
US

Population health 2019

Table 14: An overview table of geospatial regions covered in the
literature described in Section 4.6.

Temporal Intensity Map (TIM) [KCJM16], a customized heatmap
with the y-axis representing the critical distance interval deter-
mined by a density estimation function. The focus is on the visual
analysis of event streams that reveal important infomation about
frequency and duration of streaming events derived from real-time
event stream algorithms. The authors further introduce a dashboard
visual analysis system, PhysioEx, formed by a TIM, a sequence
graph, a linear graph, and a streams graph for analyzing neonatal
data and predicting physiological behaviors of newborns.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C5204342 Clinical history

Glicksberg et al. describe PatientExploreR [GOT*19], an inter-
active interface that facilitates the visualization and querying of
EHRs. By incorporating the Observational Medical Outcomes
Partnership (OMOP) common data model introduced by the
Observational Health Data Sciences and Informatics [Obs20],
PatientExploreR’s advanced querying function allows physicians
to search, filter and compare patients with combinations of items
from multiple medical terminology standards such as the UMLS
described in Section 2.2. When a patient is selected, an interactive
timeline presents all clinical events with the ability to expand the
details, along with basic visual designs. We include this paper for
the advanced querying support coupled with the integration of
OMOP common data model.

4.6. PopHR Vis and Geospatial Visualization

This section describes research on EHR Vis with a geospatial focus.
Table 14 summarizes the geospatial landscape coupled by this sub-
section of literature. PopHR Vis papers are also included in this
section.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C0032285 Pneumonia
C0021400 Influenza

Alonso and McCormick describe Epidemiological Parameter In-
vestigation from Population Observations Interface (EPIPOI), that

automatically extracts three parameters describing trends, season-
ality and anomalies, and a time series from large epidemiological
datasets [AM12]. These three dimensions can be visualized using
maps combined with time series data to reveal spatial patterns.
EPIPOI additionally supports wavelet analysis to reveal sinusoidal
patterns of a time series with different frequencies, and Fourier
Series to identify biologically relevant descriptors of seasonality.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C3242284 Population health

Sopan et al. introduce the Community Health Map [SNK*12]
that interactively visualizes public healthcare datasets using a
multivariate choropleth map. Selection enables users to visualize
multiple datasets gathered from Hospital Referral Regions and ad-
ministrative counties in the U.S. Filtering of income, poverty rate,
age and education level are supported to enable the comparison of
different socioeconomic classes.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C0021400 Influenza

Ramírez-Ramírez et al. introduce SIMID [RGT*13], a surveillance
and spatio-temporal visualization tool for infectious diseases.
Based on the existing data, SIMID simulates the spread of infec-
tious disease using interactive animated maps. With customizable
input parameters such as vaccination rate and mortality rate,
SIMID is able to generate different mitigation strategies with
variation and uncertainty that reflect the randomness in disease
outbreak progression.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C0262926 Medical history

Jiang et al. introduce Health-Terrain [JFB*16] to support the visual
exploration of large healthcare datasets. Based on UMLS described
in Section 2.2, the authors extract related terms from unstructured
clinical notes via NLP. The authors propose a spatial texture based
approach to integrate geospace with other dimensions, that consists
of (1) constructing random noise patterns with color variations to
map different attributes, and (2) color-coding the offset contours
of geographical regions to map the temporal dimension. The
authors propose a visual design called a Spiral Theme Plot based
on ThemeRiver [HHN00] and spiral pattern [WAM01], to help
physicians discover patterns and trends in events. Health-Terrain
is included in this section, since it is a combination of geospatial
visualization and NLP with the main focus on the former.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C3242284 Population health
C1659543 Breast Density
C2711227 Steatohepatitis

Klemm et al. [KLG*15] propose the 3D Regression Heat Map,
a novel 3D visual encoding that offers an overview of a hepatic
steatosis dataset (a subset of the SHIP dataset included in Ta-
ble 17). The resulting 3D heat map enables the exploration of
relationships between several user-defined independent features
and a user-defined target disease. Each 3D heat map slice can
be projected onto a 2D space for further analysis. The approach
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enables experts to verify their disease-specific hypotheses and
derive new ones.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C3242284 Population health

Ola and Sedig [OS16] present a geospatial visual design for study-
ing large healthcare datasets. The design combines several
visualization techniques to support the exploration of the relation-
ships between age group, risk, and cause of death at multiple levels
of granularity.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C3242284 Population health

Tong et al. present a hybrid visual layout called a cartographic
treemap, to visualize high-dimensional healthcare data collected
by the National Healthcare Service (NHS) in the U.K. [TML*17].
By combining the space-filling advantages of treemaps for the
display of hierarchical, multivariate data together with geospatial
information, cartographic treemaps support exploration, analysis
and comparison of complex population healthcare data from Public
Health England. They further extend the work it by adding a time
variate, enabling the visualization of the temporal evolution trends
hidden in EHR data [TRL*17].

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C3242284 Population health

Tong et al. extend their previous work with a cartographic layout
algorithm that generates cartograms with topological features
using NHS’s population healthcare data [TML18]. The proposed
algorithm preserve nearby node’s topological features to increase
the recognizability and reduce layout errors.

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C0023981 Longitudinal Studies

VIVID is a web-based framework proposed by Alemzadeh et al.
[ANI*19] to support the handling of the missing values issue
in cohort study data. The framework includes various visual
designs to enable the user to explore the missing values (stacked
barchart and matrix) build imputation models (bean plot and bee
swarm plot) and generate predictions for the missing values (chord
diagram and parallel coordinates).

UMLS Code UMLS Term
C3242284 Population health

McNabb and Laramee present a glyph placement algorithm to
support multivariate geospatial visualization of a Public Health
England dataset [ML19]. The authors identify four major chal-
lenges for representing geospatial data on existing choropleths:
(1) Size perceivability: sizes of glyphs and areas on a map are
not easily perceivable. (2) Visualization of multivariate geospatial
data: geospatial designs such as choropleths, cartograms, symbol
maps etc. generally fail to depict multivariate data. (3) Occlusion:
glyphs on a map often overlap and are over-plotted. (4) Glyph
placement: existing solutions to address occlusion often de-couple
glyphs from their original geospatial regions they are intended to

represent. The authors address these challenges by introducing
a scale-aware map that supports dynamic modification to the
level-of-detail shown via zooming and custom scaling options. The
algorithm produces a map that is enhanced with glyphs which are
dynamic, scale-aware and coupled to their geospatial contexts.

5. Evaluation

Evaluation of EHR and PopHR visual designs is very difficult due
to their complex visual interfaces. An EHR Vis system is often
characterized according to target user requirements. The resulting
visual designs may not seem useful to evaluators [Mun09]. Futher-
more, an isolated evaluative process is hardly sufficient to assess
an EHR Vis system. Grounded evaluation [IZCC08], where visual-
ization designers work closely with EHR experts to 1) understand
pre-design context, 2) conduct iterative prototyping and refinement,
and 3) conduct late-stage acceptance testing, might be a solution to
address the evaluation problem. We observe that grounded evalua-
tion is being practiced in many projects (especially from the visu-
alization community) included in this STAR.

In this section, we summarize the evaluation techniques adopted
by each paper. The result is summarized in Table 15.

1. Domain expert feedback (30 papers, 59%) is the most popu-
lar evaluation technique used. This approach aims to understand
the current health-related work practice or assess the value of the
newly developed tool [IIJ*13]. While the technique is commonly
used in the reviewed literature, we observe a trend of increasing
involvement of domain experts since the year 2018, where do-
main experts participate in multiple stages of the software devel-
opment life cycle, such as planning, requirement analysis and
testing [TPC*18; BSKR19; SSBC19; JCG*20]. The close in-
volvement informs the development process and enables rapid
feature development and innovation.

2. Interview (26 papers, 51%): Where a set of guided questions
along with open-ended questions are provided and answered
usually in person, including both expert and novice users. In-
terviews can be performed multiple times throughout the soft-
ware development life cycle. We observe an increase in adoption
of interviews since 2014. Interviewees usually respond in depth
during interviewing sessions [GHC*16; KCJM16; GGC*17;
TPC*18; BSKR19; JCG*20] and provide personal interpreta-
tions beyond interaction and usability aspects [HHH16].

3. Case study (17 papers, 33%): A case study often provides
the most in-depth evaluation result, as the participants are usu-
ally placed in a real-world situation after the provided training
[KCK*19]. This enables the target audience to generate in-depth
feedback based on their experience. We notice a long time pe-
riod from about 2011-2018, where case studies do not generally
appear in this literature. The reason for this could come from the
author side or the reviewer side.

4. Controlled user study (8 papers, 16%) is a type of usability
study, where a set of predefined tasks are performed by partic-
ipants with a certain level of expertise (or novice participants
after training) in a controlled environment. They may benefit
from a large number of participants [FKSS06; WS09; GSCE11;
MDM*14b; BSKR19]. We observe a decrease in popularity
since 2014. Isenberg et al. suggest a controlled user study is typ-
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Year
PLAISANT et al. [PMS*98b] 1998
HORN et al. [HPU01] 2 2001
BADE et al. [BSM04] 2004
GOREN-BAR et al. [GSG*04] 2004
HINUM et al. [HMA*05] 2005
FAILS et al. [FKSS06] 8 2006
BUI et al. [BAK07] 2007
WANG et al. [WPS*09] 2 2009
RIND et al. [RMA*10] 2010
FAIOLA and NEWLON [FN11] 16 2011
GOTZ et al. [GSCE11] 2 2011
GSCHWANDTNER et al. [GAK*11] 4 1 2011
WONGSUPHASAWAT et al. [WGP*11] 1 2 10 2011
ZHANG et al. [ZAR*11] 6 2011
ALONSO and MCCORMICK [AM12] 2012
SOPAN et al. [SNK*12] 3 2012
WONGSUPHASAWAT and GOTZ [WG12] 3 2012
MONROE et al. [MLL*13] 2013
RAMÍREZ-RAMÍREZ et al. [RGT*13] 2013
BORLAND et al. [BWH14] 2014
GOTZ and STAVROPOULOS [GS14] 12 2014
KAMALESWARAN et al. [KPT*14] 2014
MALIK et al. [MDM*14a] 4 10 2014
BERNARD et al. [BSB*15] 2015
BERNARD et al. [BSM*15] 6 2015
FEDERICO et al. [FUS*15] 5 2015
KLEMM et al. [KLG*15] 3 3 2 2015
GLUECK et al. [GHC*16] 2 2 2016
JIANG et al. [JFB*16] 2016
KAMALESWARAN et al. [KCJM16] 4 4 2016
LOORAK et al. [LPK*16] 5 5 2016
OLA and SEDIG [OS16] 2016
DABEK et al. [DJC17] 2017
GLUECK et al. [GGC*17] 4 6 2017
TONG et al. [TML*17] 4 1 2017
TONG et al. [TRL*17] 2 1 2017
GLUECK et al. [GND*18] 2 4 2018
GUO et al. [GXZ*18] 1 1 3 2018
TONG et al. [TML18] 1 2018
TRIVEDI et al. [TPC*18] 9 9 9 2018
ALEMZADEH et al. [ANI*19] 2019
BERNARD et al. [BSKR19] 10 14 14 2019
GLICKSBERG et al. [GOT*19] 2019
GUO et al. [GJG*19] 3 3 2 2019
KWON et al. [KCK*19] 2 1 2019
MCNABB and LARAMEE [ML19] 3 2019
SULTANUM et al. [SSBC19] 6 12 6 2019
ZHANG et al. [ZCD19] 6 6 2019
JIN et al. [JCG*20] 2 7 2 2020
KWON et al. [KAS*20] 9 9 1 2020
WANG et al. [WLLP21] 2 3 3 2021

Total unique papers: 51 30 26 17 8

Table 15: Evaluation table: An overview of evaluation techniques
used in the literature, ordered by the popularity on the x-axis and
the publication year on the y-axis. The x-axis represents the evalu-
ation style with the number of participants shown in the individual
cells. indicates an undisclosed number of participants. Green
highlights context papers.

ically time-consuming and resource-intensive to design, conduct
and analyze [IIJ*13]. Controlled user studies are difficult to de-
sign for complex systems.

6. Open Access Healthcare Data

Finding open access EHR data is very time-consuming and some-
times challenging, because VIS researchers are not often involved
in EHR data collection and curation. This is usually performed
by healthcare organizations. As a response to the challenges stem-
ming from healthcare data visualization, we present a collection of
open heath datasets, and our methodology for searching for open
healthcare datasets, along with associated challenges, a carefully-
defined scope and classification in this section. The result is a use-
ful overview of healthcare data sources, with a curated list of pub-
licly accessible healthcare datasets. The entire collection of data
sources is accessible via our interactive EHR STAR Browser, avail-
able at https://ehr.wangqiru.com . We hope this section
provides a helpful jump-start for potential researchers to develop
visual healthcare data systems and form collaborations.

6.1. Healthcare Data Challenges

In this section, we discuss some major challenges faced in EHR
data.

The accessibility of EHR data is one of the main barriers to re-
searchers in general [MIT16]. We face several challenges searching
for related data, which requires a considerable amount of time to
search for. User registration and verification required by some data
providers increases the manual labor. EHR data is more special
due to its sensitive nature, and also comes in unstructured forms,
e.g. clinic letters and hospital discharge letters. Converting the data
into a structured form may lose valuable insight. Futhermore, an
anonymization process is usually applied to EHR data by the re-
spective data governance group.

Data quality is critical to EHR research, as much data is entered
and computed manually, it is likely to contain incomplete and er-
roneous values. A special case is identified by Shneiderman and
Plaisant [SP19] where a patient record was reported as being ad-
mitted 14 times but discharged only twice by a hospital. Verify-
ing data quality requires a significant amount of time and effort.
EHRs were not originally created with supporting research in mind
[MIT16]. Overtime, the secondary use of EHR data in supporting
healthcare research is emerging and widely accepted worldwide,
this in turn improves the quality control measures for collecting
them [KRN*19].

Data interoperability is challenging, given there is no standard
definition of an EHR, healthcare providers often develop their own
format to support the clinical work flow [CBC*17]. The lack of a
standardized terminology, such as the UMLS, also contributes to
this challenge.

These challenges remain unsolved. We see recent efforts in ad-
dressing these challenges, such as building a freely accessibility
EHR database [GAG*00; JPS*16] and improving data validation
and interoperability [FJV*09].
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Search Keyword Combinations

open, free, public

electronic health record, electronic medical record, EHR, EMR

data, dataset, databasepersonal health record, population health record, PHR, PopHR
healthcare, health care, clinical, medical

medicine, treatment, surgery, hospital

Table 16: Keyword combinations used for discovering relevant
healthcare data.

6.2. Healthcare Data Search Methodology

We focus on healthcare datasets that are openly accessible from
a reputable data provider such as a non-profit organization, scien-
tific research or an initiative that provides trustworthy health related
sources. We start by examining data sources mentioned in the re-
lated literature we found. Our search results are shown in Table 17.
We check for conference associated events such as the annual IEEE
Visualization Contest dating back to 2004 [04], VAST challenges
[VA 18] and National NLP Clinical Challenges (n2c2) [Har19] for
relevant data. We also use keyword combinations listed in Table
16 with data search engines [Goob; Gooa] and well-known govern-
ment data portals [Eur; Thef; Theb; Thed] to expand our results.
We present 34 related healthcare datasets found in Table 17.

6.3. Healthcare Data Scope

The EHR data survey scope includes datasets that (1) offer free
and open access to external researchers, (2) have greater than 500
records and 5 attributes in each record, (3) are published by credible
providers, (4) have derived publications in peer-reviewed journals
and (5) are archived in English for accessibility. To verify the el-
igibility, we examine each dataset, or the most popular datasets if
multiple datasets are provided as a collection or catalogue. We refer
to these as focus data sources.

Context Data and Out of Scope Healthcare Data Sources

During our search, we found some candidates that fulfill some
but not all criteria. We still include them as context data sources in
our data source overview Table 17.

We generally exclude datasets that require an access fee, with
the exception of some candidates as context data sources. We gen-
erally exclude datasets that are accessible solely via project col-
laborations. We generally exclude datasets that are not archived in
English. However, we do include some as context data sources (if
they are high quality) in Table 17 for interested readers, and de-
scribe them in Section 6.5.4.

We exclude datasets that are not directly related to EHR. Here
are some noteworthy examples.

Health IT Dashboard [Thec] provides datasets on the adoption,
utilization and performance of information technology in health-
care facilities sponsored by the US government, these datasets are
excluded. The VAST Challenge 2010 Mini Challenge 3 [10b]
provides a dataset on genetic sequences for tracing the mutations
of the Drafa virus. Each sequence of single molecules is coded as
a single alphabet, therefore the dataset does not contain any ac-
tual EHR information and is excluded. The VAST Challenge 2011
Mini Challenge 1 [11] provides data containing posts collected
from social media platforms for the identification of an epidemic

outbreak, these datasets are excluded due to the lack of an EHR
dimension.

6.4. Healthcare Data Sources Classification

We present a description of data sources in this section. Table 17
displays an overview of data sources we found.

Based on the focus data source and context data source intro-
duced above, we classify data sources into three categories:

A specialized source refers to datasets focusing on a single spe-
cialty or area of specialization. The Human Mortality Database
[SBW] provides multiple datasets specifically on all-cause mortal-
ity from over 50 countries or regions, therefore we classify it as a
specialized focus data source.

A collection source provides access to multiple datasets from
different specialties, such as the UCI Machine Learning Repository
[DG17], which provides data on breast cancer, diabetes, hepatitis
and other diseases.

A catalogue source does not host data on its own website but
provides links to other webpages, The Registry of Research Data
Repositories (r3data) [Re3] is a catalogue source that hosts over
2,000 scientific datasets, each comes with a comprehensive descrip-
tion and a link pointing to its homepage.

6.5. Open Access Healthcare Data Sources

Based on the classification, we briefly describe each open access
healthcare data source in their corresponding section. We describe
each data source using the Five Ws [ZBA*13]:

• Who the data provider is
• When the data was collected and published
• Where the data was collected
• Why the data was collected
• What the data contains

6.5.1. Specialized Healthcare Data Sources

This section describes focus data sources that focus on a single
health related specialty.

Human Mortality Database began as a collaborative project
in 2000 [SBW], involving research teams in the Department of
Demography at the University of California, Berkeley, USA and
the Max Planck Institute for Demographic Research in Rostock,
Germany. The database provides open access to detailed mortal-
ity and population data for over 50 countries and regions to pro-
mote relevant research. Depending on the geographical location,
data archives may span over a century.

VAST Challenge 2010 Mini 2 [10a], as a part of the IEEE Con-
ference on Visual Analytics Science and Technology (VAST), pro-
vides open access to data such as hospital admittance and death
records in several cities involved in a major fictitious epidemic out-
break in 2009.

Project Tycho was launched by the University of Pittsburgh in
2013 [vPCB18], incorporating a collection of death rate data from
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Access Specialized Collection Catalogue

Open Access

The Scottish COVID-19 Response ConsortiumC [The20b]
COVID-19 DashboardC [Joh20b; Joh20a; DDG20]
Project Tycho† [vPCB18]
VAST Challenge 2010 Mini 2[10a]
Human Mortality DatabaseC [SBW]

City Health Dashboard[GAL*19]
Public Health England[Puba]
NHS England[NHSa]
Big Cities Health Coalition[Big]
Global Health Data ExchangeC [IHM15]
OpenDataNI[Thed]
Data.gov.ukC [Theb]
NHS Scotland Open Data[NHSc]
Public Health Wales[Pubb]
UCI Machine Learning Repository[DG17]

COVID-19 Open Research Dataset ChallengeC [The20a]
re3dataC [Re3]
Maelstrom Catalogue[Mae]
European Data PortalC [Eur]
HealthData.govC [Hea]
Data.govC [Thef]
FAIRsharingC [FAI]

Verification Protocol
MIMIC-III[JPS*16]
National NLP Clinical Challenges[Har19]

Health Data Research Innovation Gateway‡ C [Hea19]
SAIL Databank ¶ [FJV*09]
PhysioNet‡ [GAG*00]
Study of Health in Pomerania†† [JHL*01]

Fee and Verification Protocol

SEER Program‡ [Natc]
UK Biobank[UK ]
LifeLines BiobankC [Lif]
TRAILS‡‡ [Tra]
GIANTT†† [GIA]
Rotterdam Study ¶ [Dep]

Table 17: Data source table: Data sources ordered by the year of establishment. See the detailed description of focus data sources in Section
6.5. Green highlights context data sources. CContains COVID-19 data. †Registration required for open access. ‡Partially open access. ‡‡Free
access for project collaborators, paid access for non-collaborators. ¶Free access for project collaborators, no access for non-collaborators.
††Data is not archived in English.

infectious diseases and their historical spread between 1888 - 2014.
The initial archive focused on the history of diseases throughout
the US. It has now expanded to include over 360 datasets on 92
infectious diseases at a global level in a standard format.

The COVID-19 Dashboard is an online interactive dashboard
developed by the Center for Systems Science and Engineering
(CSSE) at Johns Hopkins University [Joh20b; Joh20a; DDG20], as
a real time visualization for the number of COVID-19 cases, deaths
and recovery rates around the world. The raw data is available for
open access.

The Scottish COVID-19 Response Consortium (SCRC) is
founded by the University of Glasgow, the consortium includes a
group of epidemiologists, mathematicians, computer scientists for
developing new models to help inform the control of COVID-19 in
Scotland. It offers open access to COVID-19 related data provided
by 15 healthboard areas of NHS Scotland [CAA*20].

6.5.2. Collection Healthcare Data Sources

This section describes focus data sources that provide access to
multiple datasets from different specialties.

UCI Machine Learning Repository was created by David Aha
and fellow graduate students at University of California Irvine in
1987, as a collection of databases, domain theories, and data gen-
erators that are used by the machine learning community for the
empirical analysis of machine learning algorithms. The repository
contains over 110 health related datasets, including subjects such
as breast cancer, diabetes, epilepsy and more.

The National Health Service (NHS) of the United Kingdom
provides open access to various healthcare data collected through
its operation, the data is made accessible via different portals in-
cluding Public Health Wales (established in 1999)[Pubb], NHS
Scotland Open Data (2009)[NHSc], The Government Digital
Service (2011)[Theb], OpenDataNI (2012)[Thed], Public Health
England (2017)[Puba] and NHS England (2017)[NHSa]. Exam-

ple datasets hosted on these portals including mortality rate from
cancer, liver, cardiovascular diseases and more.

Big Cities Health Coalition [Big] is a forum founded in 2014,
serves as a platform for the leaders of 14 largest metropolitan health
departments in the US, to exchange strategies and jointly address
challenges related to promoting and protecting the health and safety
of the people they serve. The forum provides open access to data
including mortality from various causes, maternal and child health,
HIV etc., covering over 62 million people from 2010-2016.

Global Health Data Exchange [IHM15] operated by the Insti-
tute for Health Metrics and Evaluation, provides a catalog of global
health and demographic data. It currently hosts over 12 billion pop-
ulation health records collected from 195 countries. The mission of
the exchange is to serve as a critical resource for informed policy-
making. The exchange supports searching and filtering data by over
350 diseases, injuries and risk factors.

6.5.3. Catalogue Healthcare Data Sources

This section describes catalogue data sources that do not host data
on their website but provide links to other data sources.

FAIRsharing [FAI] started in 2007 as a community-driven reg-
istry providing descriptions of standards, databases and data poli-
cies. Datasets can be published on FAIRsharing to increase the vis-
ibility and foster collaboration. The registry not only hosts a cata-
logue of health related databases, but also provides access to proven
standards and data policies to reduce the potential for unnecessary
reinventions.

The U.S. Government’s Open Data [Thef] and Health-
Data.gov [Hea] started offering links to datasets in 2011, to ensure
compliance with relevant Open Data Policy and promote research
and innovation. Public entities ranging from federal agencies to lo-
cal government departments collected over 200,000 datasets, in-
cluding popular healthcare data on cancer, diabetes and hyperten-
sion.
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The European Data Portal [Eur] was established in 2012 aim-
ing to serve as a point of access to public data published by insti-
tutions, agencies and other bodies across European countries. Over
10,000 health related datasets including HIV-related, norovirus and
cancer are available.

Maelstrom Catalogue [Mae] is a catalogue of epidemiological
research founded by McGill University in 2012. The catalogue later
expanded to include population health studies, to promote collab-
orative research. It currently hosts links to over 200 well-known
research projects.

re3data [Re3] is funded by the German Research Foundation in
2012, as a global registry of over 2,000 research data repositories
from multiple academic disciplines. It aims to provide permanent
storage and access to healthcare data for the scientific community.

The COVID-19 Open Research Dataset Challenge [The20a]
is a challenge launched in 2020 by the Allen Institute for Artificial
Intelligence on Kaggle, an online community of data scientists. The
challenge offers over 59,000 academic journals for free, in order to
attract researchers and develop novel solutions to study the ongo-
ing evolution of COVID-19. Some 1,300 novel solutions have been
submitted and many are accompanied by open access anonymized
patient data, as a part of the submission requirements.

6.5.4. Context Healthcare Data Sources

A context healthcare data source refers to a data source that does
not fulfill all criteria listed in Section 6.3, but we include and de-
scribe some high quality sources here for interested readers.

UK Biobank [UK ] recruited 500,000 participants aged between
40-69 years in the U.K. from 2006 - 2010, with extensive phys-
ical measurements and blood, urine and saliva samples collected
in conjunction with wearable monitors and online assessments of
personal well-being. Researchers are obliged to return their results
and findings to benefit the research community. We include the UK
Biobank as a context data only as it charges a one time access fee of
£2,100 (reduced to £600 for researchers from developing countries
or students).

LifeLines Biobank [SRP*08; Lif] archives 167,000 participants
including all age groups in the Netherlands. The research col-
lects physical and physiological measurements such as blood pres-
sure, skin autofluorescence, and biomaterials such as blood and
urine, from participants, along with regular online questionnaires
on stress and quality of life. We include LifeLines Biobank as a
context data source only as it charges a one time access fee of ap-
proximately C7,800.

Tracking Adolescents’ Individual Lives Survey (TRAILS)
[Tra] is an ongoing research project that studies the psychologi-
cal, social and physical development of over 2,500 adolescents in
the Netherlands since the year 2000. The research is conducted in
the form of questionnaires and interviews on topics such as cogni-
tive functioning, academic performance, tests on fitness condition,
and physical measurements such as baroreflex sensitivity. We in-
clude TRAILS as a context data source only as it charges a one
time access fee of over C3,000, however, the fee is waived if a col-
laboration is formed with the TRAILS research group.

Rotterdam Study [Dep] is another well-known population-
based study ongoing in Ommoord, Rotterdam since 1990, with a
focus on the risk factors of cardiovascular, neurological, ophthal-
mological and endocrine diseases in the elderly aged 55 years and
over. Three cohorts (1990, 2000, 2006) included 14,926 partici-
pants and has resulted in over 2,000 scientific articles. We include
the study as a context data source only as it charges an access fee
and the access is only granted to collaborations formed with the
study’s principal investigators.

Secure Anonymised Information Linkage (SAIL) Databank
[FJV*09] was established in the UK in 2006. It allows external re-
searchers to access billions of EHRs on datasets such as outpatient,
critical care and primary GP care in the UK. Access to additional
restricted datasets such as bowel screening, breast test and cervical
screening in Wales is granted with additional approval from data
providers. We include this noteworthy SAIL Databank as a context
data source as the access is granted via project collaboration only.

Study of Health in Pomerania (SHIP) [JHL*01; VAS*11]
started after the German reunification in the 1990s, as a population-
based epidemiological study. The study includes 7,008 women and
men aged 20 - 79 years, with a wide range of medical data being
collected. We include SHIP as a context data source due to its lack
of accessibility since the study is primarily archived in German.

Groningen Initiative to Analyze Type 2 Diabetes Treatment
(GIANTT) [GIA] is a project aimed at the quality of care for peo-
ple with type 2 diabetes in Groningen, the Netherlands since 2004.
The primary data source is from local general practices. We include
GIANTT as a context data source only due to its restricted accessi-
bility since the study is in Dutch. GIANTT also charges an access
fee.es an access fee.es an access fee.es an access fee.

7. Future Research Challenges and Discussion

In this section, potential future research directions are derived from
the discussion of the challenges reported in the literature. Future
work and challenges are often discussed at the end of each research
paper. Table 18 summarizes a list of the top 10 most popular future
challenges we extract from the reviewed literature, ordered by their
popularity. We observe that the top future challenges are to tackle
scalability as data size grows, conduct additional in-depth and ef-
fective evaluations and improve the efficiency in screen space uti-
lization. Another popular challenge is the interoperability between
different EHR Vis systems, which can be potentially addressed by
adopting a common terminology standard such as the UMLS. Fi-
nally, the ability to increase system usability while simultaneously
introducing advanced interactive user options, is a popular future
research direction.

Scalability (22 papers, 45%) and data dimensionality (7 pa-
pers, 14%) are reported as a future challenge 28 times in total. As
the result of data growth exceeds the capacity of existing EHR Vis
systems [LK06]. Apart from the handing of high-dimensional and
multivariate EHR data, maintaining the system availability in a real
world scenario where multiple users are accessing the system con-
currently, is a trending future research direction [SNK*12]. From
the table, we can see this has been a persistent theme.

While scalability a challenge for all visualization systems, we
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Year
PLAISANT et al.[PMS*98b] 1998
HORN et al.[HPU01] 2001
BADE et al.[BSM04] 2004
GOREN-BAR et al.[GSG*04] 2004
HINUM et al.[HMA*05] 2005
FAILS et al.[FKSS06] 2006
BUI et al.[BAK07] 2007
WANG et al.[WPS*09] 2009
RIND et al.[RMA*10] 2010
FAIOLA and NEWLON[FN11] 2011
GOTZ et al.[GSCE11] 2011
GSCHWANDTNER et al.[GAK*11] 2011
WONGSUPHASAWAT et al.[WGP*11] 2011
ZHANG et al.[ZAR*11] 2011
ALONSO and MCCORMICK[AM12] 2012
SOPAN et al.[SNK*12] 2012
WONGSUPHASAWAT and GOTZ[WG12] 2012
MONROE et al.[MLL*13] 2013
RAMÍREZ-RAMÍREZ et al.[RGT*13] 2013
BORLAND et al.[BWH14] 2014
GOTZ and STAVROPOULOS[GS14] 2014
KAMALESWARAN et al.[KPT*14] 2014
MALIK et al.[MDM*14a] 2014
BERNARD et al.[BSB*15] 2015
BERNARD et al.[BSM*15] 2015
FEDERICO et al.[FUS*15] 2015
KLEMM et al.[KLG*15] 2015
GLUECK et al.[GHC*16] 2016
JIANG et al.[JFB*16] 2016
KAMALESWARAN et al.[KCJM16] 2016
LOORAK et al.[LPK*16] 2016
OLA and SEDIG[OS16] 2016
DABEK et al.[DJC17] 2017
GLUECK et al.[GGC*17] 2017
TONG et al.[TML*17] 2017
TONG et al.[TRL*17] 2017
GLUECK et al.[GND*18] 2018
GUO et al.[GXZ*18] 2018
TONG et al.[TML18] 2018
TRIVEDI et al.[TPC*18] 2018
ALEMZADEH et al.[ANI*19] 2019
BERNARD et al.[BSKR19] 2019
GLICKSBERG et al.[GOT*19] 2019
GUO et al.[GJG*19] 2019
KWON et al.[KCK*19] 2019
MCNABB and LARAMEE[ML19] 2019
SULTANUM et al.[SSBC19] 2019
ZHANG et al.[ZCD19] 2019
JIN et al.[JCG*20] 2020
KWON et al.[KAS*20] 2020
WANG et al.[WLLP21] 2021

Total unique papers: 51 24 15 12 10 13 9 7 7 4 4

Table 18: Challenge table: A summary of future challenges identified in the literature, ordered by the publication year on the x-axis and the
frequency on the y-axis. We use 1-2 words to represent these challenges in the table header, and describe them in detail in Section 7.

make note of how the following challenges are inherent to EHR
visualization.

In-depth evaluation (14 papers, 29%) and validation including
quantitative studies, qualitative studies and validation is reported
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14 times as the second most popular future research direction. An
in-depth evaluation and validation helps to reveal the weakness and
potential improvements for the system. We examine and describe
the evaluation techniques adopted by the literature in Section 5.
Some 14 papers report the lack of evaluation or an insufficient
number of participants in their studies. The recruitment of quali-
fied participants is challenging, these participants often do not have
the time to complete lengthy and thorough evalutions. The table of
challenges indicates this as a prominent theme in recent years.

Limited screen space (12 papers, 24%) constrains the con-
tent visualized and reduces the effectiveness of an EHR system
[GOT*19]. As the probability of using multiple views increases in
EHR Vis systems, we categorize this challenge as a domain-specific
one. Features with less significance are often hidden to make space
for others [BSKR19]. This may result in over-simplification and
missing potential insights [MLL*13]. This is highly related to the
challenge of visual aggregation and clustering (4 papers, 8%) of
multiple patients and requires more advanced interaction (9 pa-
pers, 18%) techniques to explore and navigate the data, especially
the temporal dimension. Table 7 indicates that interaction is a pop-
ular future challenge in earlier years.

Data interoperability (10 papers, 20%) between EHR Vis sys-
tems and institutions continues to lag [MIT16] and is reported 10
times as a future challenge. This increases the difficulty for re-
searchers to incorporate data from heterogeneous sources in vary-
ing formats [OS16]. Although Table 3 indicates that some papers
focus on same UMLS terms, these EHR Vis systems are built
specifically for their given datasets and do not offer interoperabil-
ity. This is a very EHR-specific challenge that can be potentially
addressed by promoting collaboration between different research
groups on same topics, and adopting a common terminology stan-
dard such as the UMLS. Table 7 indicates limited screen space
and data interoperability as re-occurring challenges over the last
10 years.

System usability (12 papers, 24%) and human factors are re-
ported by 11 papers as a future challenge direction. Low usability
often results in a longer learning curve that requires more training
time for users [WPS*09; KCJM16]. This in turn may increase the
occurrence of human errors. Due to the domain expertise required,
it is difficult to conduct a full usability test on EHR Vis systems.

Data quality and uncertainty (7 papers, 14%) is another chal-
lenge reported in 7 papers. Data often contains missing or incorrect
values, this requires further investigation during data collection and
pre-processing [OPS16].

Open data access (4 papers, 8%) is reported 3 times, as the
authors of most papers we review are collaborating with domain
experts or institutions. However, access to high quality data still re-
mains a big challenge for many researchers [MIT16]. We attempt to
address this challenge here in Section 6. Even though the sensitive
nature of EHR data requires special permission, open data access
and accessibility are not mentioned more often in the literature.
This is likely due to the collaborations formed between visualiza-
tion and medical experts: in Section 5, we find 59% of the papers
choose to collaborate with medical experts, who also provide EHR
data for visualization researchers.

More advanced visual designs: Table 19 shows an overview
of visualization techniques applied in all papers included in this
STAR. We observe that standard 2D displays and glyph are the
most popular techniques among 21 techniques found across all
EHR Vis systems. This implies that using advanced visual tech-
niques to mitigate scalability challenge brought by EHR data di-
mensionality, remains understudied.

8. Conclusions

In this STAR, we present an up-to-date overview of research pa-
pers, with in-depth investigation of 99 in the field of EHR and
PopHR Visualization and Visual Analytics. We investigate some
of the most commonly used terminology in the field and categorize
the literature based on six re-occurring research themes. Our STAR
differs from the eight related surveys, by including 29 more recent
publications, as well as a novel classification that utilizes UMLS, as
a means to improve the understanding of recent development in re-
search and foster potential interdisciplinary collaborations. We then
investigate the evaluation techniques adopted by the literature. Fur-
thermore, we invest over two months in investigating a collection
of 34 high quality open access datasets, aims to serve as a starting
point for potential researchers. Lastly, our interactive EHR STAR
Browser enables the reader to easily navigate through all literature
and data sources collected in this STAR.
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